C005
Refrigerated Dairy Dispenser
Features
Refrigerated, portion controlled dairy dispenser allows the
operator to select the proper amount of three dairy products
for various menu items and sizes.

Refrigerated Storage
Three individual tanks store and conveniently dispense three
different dairy products. Refrigerated to maintain
temperature between 35 and 41ºF (1.7 and 5ºC). Center tank
is 2.5 gallons (9.5 liters). The outer two tanks each hold 1.5
gallons (5.7 liter). Tanks may be refilled through the lid
opening without removing from the cabinet. Each tank is
marked at half gallon increments. When refilling, the
operator selects the appropriate fill level on the control to
match the fill level on the tank.

Digital Temperature Indicator

Controls
Operator selects appropriate dairy product, menu item
desired, and serving size from durable Touch Sensor panel.
Microprocessor control can easily be switched to serve
neutral base Coffee Coolatta or coffee base Coolatta.

Indicator Lights
Power light illuminates when cord is plugged in and power
switch is turned on. Desired dairy product and menu item
buttons illuminate when selected. When level in the tank is
less than one quart (0.9 liter), the product light flashes.
When the level in the tank reaches the mix out condition, the
product light will remain on until tank is refilled and reset.

Cleaning Lockout
The CLEAN light for each individual product flashes 68 hours
after the last cleaning (four hours prior to lockout). This
lockout feature has been incorporated to assure cleaning
frequency. (Cleaning requirements are dictated by local
health authorities.)

Drip Tray
Drip tray is easily removable for cleaning.
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Cabinet temperature is displayed to assure safe product
temperatures.
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C005Refrigerated Dairy Dispenser

Weights
Net
Crated
Volume

lbs.
95
101
cu. ft.
7.0

kgs.
43.1
45.8
cu. m.
0.2

Dimensions
Width
Depth
Height
Counter Clearance

in.
12-1/2
25
27
4

mm.
318
635
686
102

115/60/1 Air

Electrical
One dedicated electrical connection is required. See the Electrical chart for
the proper electrical requirements. Manufactured to be cord connected.
Consult the international Taylor distributor for cord & receptacle specifications
for 50 Hz. equipment.

Refrigeration System
One, approximately 300 BTU/hr. R134a..
(BTUs may vary depending on compressor used.)

Air Cooled
Minimum clearance: 1” (25 mm) at the rear, and 4” (102 mm) underneath..
Minimum air clearances must be met to assure adequate air flow for optimum
performance.

Mounted on standard legs.

Electrical

Specifications

Total
Amps

Supplied
with NEMA Cord

2.2

5-15P

This unit may be manufactured in other electrical characteristics. Refer to the
local Taylor Distributor for availability.
(For exact electrical information, always refer to the data label of the unit.)

Bidding Specs
Electrical: Volt ___________________ Hz__________ ph _________
Neutral: 

Yes  No

Cooling:  Air  Water  NA

Options:_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________

Continuing research results in steady improvements; therefore, these
specifications are subject to change without notice.
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